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1 Introduction

This instruction manual is intended to introduce the Barkey plasmatherm device
functions which are used for initial start-up, use and maintenance of the device.

1.1 Important things to observe

WARNING
Read these instructions for use thoroughly through before you start to use the
device. 

It is imperative that you observe the information about correct use and the
safety information contained in Chapter 3 of this manual. You should get to
know the basic functions of the device in Chapter 2 in order to understand this
chapter better.

You should also observe the requirements made on the qualifications of those
using the device stated in Chapter 1.3.

The installation conditions and safety information contained in this instruction man-
ual must be unconditionally observed when using the device. This ensures that the
device is not used improperly such that patients and users of the device could be en-
dangered, and prevents damage to the device.

Barkey GmbH & Co. KG accepts no liability for any damage is caused by nonobser-
vance of this instruction manual. 

1.2 Pictograms, signal words  and symbols

Warnings, and especially advice, are labelled using the following pictograms and
symbol words in this instruction manual.

 WARNING If not observed: hazards to personnel.

CAUTION
If not observed: hazards for equipment, the device or ele-
mentary device functions.

NOTE
Additional helpful guidelines and information.
(the "i" stands for "information").

You will find the following symbol in instructions about the use and maintenance of
the device:

► Instruction stage.
carry out this stage as indicated.
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NOTE
The symbols of the controls and device displays, in addition to the symbols on
device labels, are listed in Chapter 4 of this instruction manual together with
their meanings.

1.3 Target groups

These instructions for use are intended for:

• specialist medical personnel in hospitals who are able to show an acknowledged
completion of specialist training in a medical profession, 

• and for specialist medical technicians who can prove an accepted vocational
training as an electronic device electronics engineer or equivalent training. 

WARNING
Only personnel who have fulfilled these qualifications may use and maintain
the device.

1.4 Copyright

This instruction manual, including all images contained within, is protected by
copyright regulations. Translation, duplication, reprinting, extraction of images, re-
production using photographic technology and saving and processing in electronic
systems, even only excerpts, in addition to any alterations requires the written
authorisation of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG. Any further usage which goes beyond us-
ing the contents described in connection with the product purchased is not permitted.

Third party products, protected trademarks etc. are always stated without reference to
the registration or copyright status. Existing industrial property rights and registered
trademarks will be explicitly acknowledged.

We reserve the right to make printing errors, mistakes and revisions which serve
technical progress, or which are necessary due to changes in regulations.
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2 Fundamental product characteristics

Figure 1: Barkey plasmatherm

The Barkey plasmatherm is an active therapeutic medical product for the following
areas of application:

- duration-limited heating up of whole blood and blood products

- thawing-out and duration-limited heating up of deep-frozen plasma conserves

- thawing-out and duration-limited heating up of HPC

- heating-up and keeping warm of non-denaturisable infusion solutions and other
materials in continuous operation

The Barkey plasmatherm can be used in all cases in which the cooling down of pa-
tients through the use of cold transfusions, infusion solutions or other materials is to
be prevented..

The Barkey plasmatherm also takes over the function of pre-heating in line with the
"preheating and giving warmth" heating concept developed by Barkey.

Cover

Filling opening

Heating cushion
Paddle

Locking and un-
locking button

Operating panel
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2.1 Device functions

The Barkey plasmatherm is constructed as an electronically regulated safety dry
heating device with an enclosed heating chamber. The bags, bottles or other materi-
als are placed between two soft heating cushions made of flexible plastic. The heat-
ing cushions have heat transfer liquid flowing through them (distilled or de-
mineralised water), and so heat the inserted materials up and keep them warm.
Heating always takes place using heating programs. If a particular material is to be
heated up, the user selects the program suitable for this on the operating panel using
the display and buttons. A range of device functions affect the material to be heated
up depending on the program. A range of adjustments can also be made. The fol-
lowing table provides a summary of these:

Special affecting functionsProgram
name

Can be preset by
user heat-up* Undulation**

BLOOD Heating time – –
PLASMA Heating time X X
HPC*** Heating time – X

USER
several parameters
(see chapter 6.5)

adjustable adjustable

CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

temperature – –

* The thawing out of deep-frozen plasma conserves is accelerated through the use
of the heat-up function. The process works with a temperature of + 45°C and is
checked and limited in duration.

** An undulation function is provided for mixing of specific heating goods, for ex-
ample Plasma (ffp, fresh frozen plasma) which mixes the material. 

*** HPC  Hematopoietic progenitor cells (stem cells)

WARNING
When using plasma, good mixing of the bag contents is important because all
protein precipitations (kyroproteins) must be released before the plasma can be
used.

Donnermann
Source: Guide to the preparation, use and quality assurance of blood components Council of Europe Publishing Strasbourg 1999
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2.2 Safety characteristics

• Safe and caring thawing out and heating up conditions using the blood, plasma
and HPC programs using permanently preset non-manipulatable temperatures in
addition to a double-acting overtemperature protection which switches off per-
manently at overtemperature.

• Demonstrably no destruction of important and sensitive biological components of
blood and blood products due to excess temperatures or violent mechanical agi-
tation.

• Automatic recognition of possible lack of sealtightness using moisture sensors
(hygiene sensors) in the heating chamber.

• The dry heating processes used prevent contamination of the contents of dam-
aged conserves (hairline cracks) using the heat transfer liquid.

• The heating procedure can be monitored. Liquid leakage is easy to detect through
the use of transparent heating cushions, the light colours used in the heating
chamber and white dry paper (filter paper) on the heating chamber floor.

• Plain text displays in the appropriate language.

• Clearly located and labelled displays and controls.

• Device designed for continuous operation.

• Plastic housing, corrosion-free and energy-saving.

• Designed not to tip over, non-slip device feet.

2.3 Conformities

The Barkey plasmatherm thawing-out and heating device 

• conforms to state-of-the-art technology and was developed and manufactured
using the applicable accident prevention regulations and standards for medical
products

• complies with the applicable German "Regulations for the extraction of blood
and blood components and for the use of blood products (haemotherapy)" issued
by the Scientific Advisory Committee of the National Chamber of Doctors and the
Paul Ehrlich Institute

• has been allocated to MDD Class IIb*.

• Barkey GmbH & Co. KG fulfils the conditions laid down by the MDD 93/42 EEC
Guideline Appendix II.3 in addition to DIN EN ISO 13485.

* MDD  Medical Device Directive

2.4 Further development

The Barkey plasmatherm is the result of continuous teamwork between scientists,
specialist experts, users and Barkey GmbH & Co. KG. We reserve the right to make
printing errors, mistakes and revisions which serve technical progress, or which are
necessary due to changes in regulations.
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3 Use in accordance with regulations / Safety information

The Barkey plasmatherm is an active therapeutic medical product for the following
areas of application:

• duration-limited heating up of whole blood and blood products

• thawing-out and duration-limited heating up of deep-frozen plasma conserves

• thawing-out and duration-limited heating up of HPC

• heating-up and keeping warm of non-denaturisable infusion solutions and other
materials in continuous operation

The Barkey plasmatherm can be used in all cases in which the cooling down of pa-
tients through the use of cold transfusions, infusion solutions or other materials is to
be prevented..

These summarised statements on the use in accordance with regulations for the de-
vice are supplemented in this instruction manual by the individual descriptions of
various applications and handling of the device. You can find these descriptions in
chapters 3.1 to 7 of this instruction manual. Please use these chapters to find specific
information about usage of the device in individual cases.
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3.1 Safety information for using the device

 WARNING

Before using the device, read this instruction manual and
the user documentation for the optional accessories through
thoroughly.
Only use the device in accordance with the regulations as
described previously in this chapter and in agreement with
the processes described in this instruction manual.
When heating blood and blood products, always ensure that
the operating temperature and duration limit are not ex-
ceeded. Remove and transfund immediately if signal
sounds.
(visual: blinking display / acoustic: intermittent tone) 
Blood/whole blood may not be heated up if the actual de-
vice operating temperature is higher than 37 °C.
The heat-up function may only be used for thawing out
deep-frozen plasma (ffp, fresh frozen plasma).
The device may not be used immediately next to other de-
vices or stacked on top of other devices. If it is necessary to
operate the device next to or stacked on top of other de-
vices, the user must continuously monitor the device in
order to check that it is working correctly in this location. 
If infusion solutions or medicaments are heated up in the
Barkey plasmatherm, you must ensure that their effectivity
is retained at the site temperature and that duration-limited
heating up is approved by the manufacturer of the medica-
ment.
If conserves should leak, this is due to previously damaged
conserve bags (e.g. hairline cracks, transport damage). The
sensors in the Barkey plasmatherm detect leaking moisture
and switch the heating cushion filling process off. (Moisture
sensor error messages see chapter 9.7 / cleaning see chapter
7.
Only use the undulation movements for plasma and HPC! 
Do not use the undulation movement for blood supplies due
to possible mechanical damage and clumping of erythro-
zytes.
The device must not be used if it is damaged. The device
must be examined by Barkey GmbH & Co. KG or other
authorised personnel.
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3.2 Safety information for handling the device

 WARNING

Before using the device, read this instruction manual and
the user documentation for the optional accessories through
thoroughly.
All electrical installations must comply with the relevant
applicable regulations and standards in addition to the
specifications stated by the manufacturer.
Only power supply connections supplied by Barkey GmbH
& Co. KG which are designed for the device rated voltage
may be used.
The operation of accessories, converters or cabling with
other than the devices or systems stated here can lead to
increased transmission or diminished device immunity.
The mains plug must be removed from the mains socket to
ensure safe isolation of the device from the power supply.
The device contains no parts which can be repaired by the
user. Do not carry out repairs to the device yourself. Please
contact the manufacturer or your medical technician serv-
ice, who can request information about overhauls from the
manufacturer if necessary. Overhaul measures and modifi-
cations to the device may only be carried out by personnel
authorised by Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.
The device heating cushions may not be brought into con-
tact with sharp-edged objects.
The heating chamber and the heating cushion must be
cleaned and disinfected at least once per week! The filter
paper must be replaced after each cleaning. Any mainte-
nance work should be documented with the name of the
person carrying out the work and the date.
A technical safety inspection must be carried out annually
by qualified service personnel or employees of Barkey
GmbH & Co. KG.

CAUTION
The water must be replaced annually! You should always
add two micropur tablets to each new water refill.
Do not tilt the device away from the level when it is
switched on! Heat transfer liquid can leak out of the device
ventilation system.
The batteries (lithium battery CR 1225, 3 V) must be re-
placed every three years by qualified service personnel or
employees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.
Overhaul measures and device modifications may only be
carried out by qualified service personnel or employees of
Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.
Always remove the device from the power supply before
lifting up!
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3.3 Safety information regarding environmental influences

 WARNING
The influence of stronger electromagnetic fields (e.g.
through the use of HF therapy or surgical devices) can lead
to malfunctions in the Barkey plasmatherm. If such mal-
functions occur, increase the distance between the Barkey
plasmatherm and the device causing the disturbance, or
operate the devices at separate times. The Barkey plasma-
therm works perfectly within the limit values set in the EN
60601-1-2 standard. The device can be influenced outside
the limit values set by EN 60601-1-2.
Portable and mobile high-frequency communication equip-
ment such as mobile telephones can influence the device.
The device may not be used in the immediate vicinity of 
• flammable materials (e.g. gases, liquids),
• flammable mixtures of anaesthetic substances with air,
• flammable mixtures of anaesthetic substances with

oxygen or laughing gas
whose point of ignition is below 50 °C. It is imperative that
the device is not used in areas in which alcoholic disinfec-
tants and anaesthetising substances are being used simulta-
neously.
The device may not be set up or operated in the immediate
vicinity of devices with high heat output.
When the device is set up, you must ensure that the device
bottom has unrestricted access to an airflow.
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3.4 Electromagnetic properties / safety clearances

3.4.1 Electromagnetic outputs

Guidelines and manufacturers declaration - electromagnetic outputs
The Barkey plasmatherm is intended for operation in one of the environments stated
below. The customer or user of the Barkey plasmatherm must ensure that it is oper-
ated in one of these environments.
Interference output measure-
ments Compliance Electromagnetic environ-

ment - guidelines

HF outputs in accordance with
CISPR 11 Group 1

The Barkey plasmatherm
uses high-frequency energy
exclusively for internal func-
tions. This means that the
high-frequency output is very
low, and that it is improbable
that neighbouring electronic
devices are affected.

HF outputs in accordance with
CISPR 11

Class B

Overtone output in accordance
with IEC 61000-3-2

Class A

Output of voltage fluctuations /
flicker in accordance with IEC
61000-3-3

In agreement

The Barkey plasmatherm is
suitable for use in rooms other
than living space, and such
which are directly connected
to a public supply network
which is also used to supply
buildings used for residential
purposes.
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3.4.2 Electromagnetic immunity

Guidelines and manufacturers declaration - electromagnetic immunity
The Barkey plasmatherm is intended for operation in one of the electromagnetic envi-
ronments stated below. The customer or user of the Barkey plasmatherm must en-
sure that it is operated in one of these environments.
Immunity
checks

IEC 60601 test
level Compliance level Electromagnetic environ-

ment - guidelines

Discharge of
static electricity
(ESD) in accor-
dance with
IEC 61000-4-2

± 6 kV
contact dis-
charge

± 8 kV air dis-
charge

± 6 kV
contact discharge

± 8 kV air dis-
charge

The floor should be con-
structed in wood or concrete
or be covered with ceramic
tiles. If the floor is covered
with synthetic material, the
relative humidity must be at
least 30%.

rapid transient
electrical noise /
bursts in accor-
dance with
IEC 61000-4-4

± 2 kV for
mains power
supplies

± 1 kV for input
and output
cabling

± 2 kV for mains
power supplies

± 1 kV for input
and output cabling

The quality of the supply
voltage should comply with
a typical business or hospi-
tal environment.

Surges in ac-
cordance with
IEC 61000-4-5

± 1kV push-pull
voltage

± 2
kV common
mode voltage

± 1kV push-pull
voltage

± 2kV common
mode voltage

The quality of the supply
voltage should comply with
a typical business or hospi-
tal environment.

< 5 % UT
(> 95 %  drop
of UT ) for 1/2
period

< 5 % UT
(> 95 %  drop of
UT ) for 1/2 period

40 % UT
(60 %  drop of
U T ) for 5 peri-
ods

40 % UT
(60 %  drop of U T
) for 5 periods

70 % UT
(30 %  drop of
U T ) for 25
periods

70 % UT
(30 %  drop of U T)
for 25 periods

Voltage dips,
short-time inter-
ruptions and
fluctuations of
supply voltage in
accordance with
IEC 61000-4-11

< 5 % UT
(> 95 %  drop
of U T ) for 5s

< 5 % UT
(> 95 %  drop of
UT ) for 5s

The quality of the supply
voltage should comply with
a typical business or hospi-
tal environment. If the user
of the Barkey plasmatherm
requires continued use even
if the power supply is inter-
rupted, we recommend that
the Barkey plasmatherm is
connected to a no-break
power supply or a battery.

Magnetic field at
supply fre-
quency (50/60
Hz) in accor-
dance with IEC
61000-4-8

3 A/m 3 A/m Magnetic fields at mains
frequency should comply
with the typical values to be
found in business and hos-
pital environments.

NOTE UT Is the power supply alternating voltage before application of testing levels.
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Guidelines and manufacturers declaration - electromagnetic immunity
The Barkey plasmatherm is intended for operation in one of the electromagnetic envi-
ronments stated below. The customer or user of the Barkey plasmatherm must en-
sure that it is operated in one of these environments.
Immunity
checks

IEC 60601
test level Compliance level Electromagnetic environment

- guideline

Conducted HF
disturbance in
accordance with
IEC 61000-4-6

Radiated HF
disturbance in
accordance with
IEC 61000-4-3

3 Veff
150 kHz to
80 Mhz

3 V/m
80 MHz to
2.5 GHz

3 Veff
150 kHz to 80 Mhz

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2.5 GHz

Portable and mobile radio de-
vices should not be used closer
to the Barkey plasmatherm
including its mains cable than
the recommended protective
distance which is calculated to
the appropriate equation de-
pending on transmission fre-
quency.
Recommended protective
distance

GHz 2,5  toMHz 800for 

  33,2

MHz 800  toMHz 80for 

  17,1

MHz 80  tokHz 150for 

17,1

Pd

Pd

Pd

=

=

=

with P as the transmitter nomi-
nal output in watts (W) in ac-
cordance with the information
provided by the transmitter
manufacturer and d as recom-
mended protective distance in
metres (m).
The field strength of stationary
transmitters should always be
less than the compliance level b
at all frequencies in accordance
with an on-site investigation a.
Interference is possible in envi-
ronments which show the fol-
lowing symbol:

NOTE 1    The higher frequency level applies at 80 MHz and 800 MHz.
NOTE 2    These guidelines are not necessarily applicable in all cases. The propaga-
tion of electromagnetic magnitudes is influenced by absorption and reflection within
the building, objects and people.
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a       The field strength of stationary transmitters, such as base stations of radio tele-
phones and mobile land radios, amateur radios, AM and FM radio and television
transmissions cannot be precisely theoretically predetermined. In order to determine
the electromagnetic environment with regard to stationary transmitters, you should
consider carrying out a study of the instrument location. If the measured field strength
at the location at which the Barkey plasmatherm is being used exceeds the above
compliance levels, the Barkey plasmatherm should be observed to ensure that the
device is functioning normally. If unusual capability characteristics are observed, ad-
ditional measures such as changing the alignment or location of the Barkey plasma-
therm may be necessary.
b      The field strength should be less than 3 V/m in the frequency range 150 kHz to
80 MHz.

3.4.3 Recommended protective distances

Recommended protective distances between portable and mobile 
HF telecommunications devices and the Barkey plasmatherm

The Barkey plasmatherm is intended for operation in an electromagnetic environment
in which HF disturbances are controlled. The customer, or the Barkey plasmatherm
user, can help to avoid electromagnetic disturbances by observing the minimum dis-
tance between portable and mobile HF communications devices (transmitters) and
the Barkey plasmatherm as stated below, depending on the output power of the
communication device.

Protective distance depending on transmitter frequency mNominal
transmitter
power W

150 kHz to 80 MHz
Pd 17,1=

80 MHz to 800 MHz
Pd 17,1=

800 MHz to 2.5 GHz
Pd 33,2=

0,01 0,12 0,12 0,23
0,1 0,37 0,37 0,74
1 1,17 1,17 2,33
10 3,69 3,69 7,38

100 11,67 11,67 23,33
For transmitters whose maximum nominal output is not stated in the above table, the
recommended protective distance d in metres (m) can be determined using the equa-
tion belonging to the appropriate column, whereby P is the maximum transmitter
nominal output in watts (W) in accordance with the transmitter manufacturer's infor-
mation.

NOTE 1    The higher frequency level applies at 80 MHz and 800 MHz.

NOTE 2    These guidelines are not necessarily applicable in all cases. The propaga-
tion of electromagnetic magnitudes is influenced by absorption and reflection within
the building, objects and people.
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4 Displays and controls

4.1 Operating panel

The Barkey plasmatherm is provided with an operating panel on the front of the de-
vice with a multi-line display, 6 push buttons and 2 lamps (LEDs).

Figure 2: Operating panel

The display is for 

• displaying the menu system for operating the device,

• viewing information about the current heating program running and its status,

• outputting error messages

An acoustic signal transmitter draws your attention to the fact that a heating pro-
gram has finished, warns of maloperation or signals that an error has occurred. A
message is additionally shown in the display in case of faults.

Please observe the displays and control table on the following page.
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Switch for turning the device on and off.

Selection buttons for menu operation.
Each button has its function shown in the display.

Confirmation button for menu operation selection. Use this button
to acknowledge the OK display. Heating programs can be inter-
rupted by confirming the STOP display.

  The green light (LED) shows that the device has been switched on.

The red light (LED shows that a fault has occurred.

4.2 Unlocking the cover / locking the cover

The knob for unlocking and locking the cover is located on the front of the device
above the operating panel. 

Press the knob to open the heating
chamber. The cover raises itself auto-
matically, and should therefore not be
pushed to the limit stop by hand.

Figure 3: Locking/unlocking knob

To close the heating chamber, press the
cover downwards until the knob locates
audibly in the cover hole.

Figure 4: Cover opened up to limit stop
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 WARNING
Keep your fingers away from the edge of the cover! There is a danger of
crushing. 

CAUTION
Heating programs may only be started when the cover is closed. If not, the de-
vice will output an error message.
If the heating program is active you should not open the cover for more than
20 seconds, otherwise the heating program will exit. If a log printer is con-
nected, the program interruption will be noted in the log.
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4.3 Symbols on labels

Labels showing printed symbols are affixed to the device. These have the following
meaning:

This symbol indicates that the product may not be disposed off with
normal domestic waste. This product must be disposed of by spe-
cialist disposal companies or returned to the manufacturer for dis-
posal.

IP21

This symbol indicates that the device is protected against the pene-
tration of solid foreign bodies > 12.5 mm diameter and dripping
water in accordance with IEC 529 in the intended operating condi-
tions.

2007
This symbol shows the year of manufacture in the four-digit num-
ber. 

This symbol declares that the device conforms with EU Directive
93/42/EWG of 14th June 1993 for medical products. The four-digit
number identifies the stated location (TÜV Product Service) which
monitors the manufacturer's quality assurance system.

This symbol identifies the month and the year in which the next
safety inspections must be carried out.

This symbol advises you that you must read the instruction manual
supplied thoroughly.

This hazard symbol advises you that nonobservance of the instruc-
tions contained in the instruction manual can result in hazards for
patients, the device user or the device itself.

This symbol advises you that the device must be disconnected from
the mains before opening the device housing by removing the de-
vice screws.

This symbol (on a label inside the device) informs you of the earth
connection.
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5 Operation

5.1 Start-up

If a new or repaired device is being taken into operation, you must first
• select a suitable set-up location,
• connect the necessary cables,
• and fill the heat transfer liquid into the device.

CAUTION
You must carry out a wiping disinfection of all heating cushions before start-
ing up the heating chamber. See Chapter 7.1 in this instruction manual for de-
tails of this procedure.

5.1.1 Set-up location

The Barkey plasmatherm is designed for use in buildings with fixed installations.
Mobile use is not intended.

The Barkey plasmatherm must be set up on a stable, hard and level surface. Problem-
free operation of the device from above and in front must be guaranteed.

 WARNING
Carry the device with 2 people if possible. When carrying, only hold the device
by the bottom edge. The device floor is provided with grip inlets to enable se-
cure carrying.

CAUTION
The device is ventilated from below. For this reason you should avoid setting it
up on a soft base into which the feet could sink. A minimum distance 50 mm
between the device and the wall, cupboards or other devices must be observed
on 3 sides of the device.

CAUTION
When selecting the set-up location for the device, it is imperative that you
maintain the distances stated in 3 of this instruction manual to other devices
with electromagnetic output.
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5.1.2 Connection of power and signal cables 

Optional peripheral devices such as a log printer or a barcode reader can be con-
nected to the Barkey plasmatherm. If such devices are to be used, we recommend that
you also connect the device signal cable when the Barkey plasmatherm is connected
to the device.

 WARNING
The Barkey plasmatherm may only be operated with the following peripheral
devices:
• EPSON TM-U220B-007needle printer 
• Welch Allyn CCD-Handscanner Imageteam 3800 LR-13 barcode reader

Both devices can be obtained as accessories from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG with
the appropriate user documentation. Use of other devices is not permitted.

If an optional peripheral device is connected to the Barkey plasmatherm for the first
time, the appropriate signal connection for the peripheral device must be activated
before it can be used. See Chapter 6.7 in this instruction manual for details of this
procedure.

The device connection area is located on the bottom of the device (front left). The
connection area is fitted with:

• a label which states the connecting plug allocations on the connection area

• a mains supply connecting plug
(230 VAC 50-60 Hz / socket for
primary power plug)

• a connecting plug (X2) for optional
connection to a log printer

• a connecting plug (X1) for optional
connection to a barcode reader

• two power fuses (F1 and F2, screw-
in fuse holders)

Figure 5: Connection area label

► Lift the device up at the front or left to access the connecting plugs. 

► Connect the primary power plug to the primary power socket with the power ca-
ble supplied. The cable is routed towards the rear of the device.
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CAUTION
Only used power cable supplied. It is fitted with a primary power angle plug
and is set to the device operational voltage.

CAUTION
You can only connect a cable to optionally supplied accessories, to the printer
or to the barcode reader when the Barkey plasmatherm has been turned off and
the printer has been turned off.

► Connect the signal cable supplied with the printer with its smaller plug to socket
X2. (The plug does not fit into socket X1). Fix the plug into position with the in-
tegrated screws using a suitable screwdriver.

CAUTION
Only use the signal cable supplied for connecting the printer.

► Connect the other end to the printer. Fix the plug into position with the inte-
grated screws using a suitable screwdriver.

► Connect the barcode reader cable to socket X1. (The plug does not fit into socket
X2). Fix the plug into position with the integrated screws using a suitable screw-
driver.

► Connect the printer to the mains using the cable supplied and then switch the
printer on.

NOTE
Do not forget to activate the peripheral device connections used (for details see
chapter 6.7) if you have connected the peripheral devices to the Barkey plas-
matherm for the first time.

5.1.3 Filling

To fill up the device, you require around 8.5 litres of distilled or de-mineralised water
and two micropur tablets. 

Chapter 7.3.2 of this instruction manual gives detailed information about filling the
device.
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5.1.4 Switching on

► Press the top button on the operating panel to turn the device on.

The green LED on the left-hand side of the operating panel illuminates to show that
the device has been switched on. The display and the red LED blink twice, and an
acoustic signal is sounded at the same time.

CAUTION
Ensure that you have seen that the device blinks and gives out an acoustic sig-
nal. This ensures that the displays and controls are functioning correctly.

When the device has been correctly
filled with heat transfer liquid, the fol-
lowing appears in the display for a
maximum 5 seconds:

• the Barkey logo

• the device name

• the software version

• the language abbreviation.

• the serial number
A system test is being carried out dur-
ing this time.

Figure 6: Initial screen

The following display then appears on
the main screen: 

• right and left the shortcuts for the
preset programs using both top se-
lection buttons, e.g. "BLOOD" and
"PLASMA"

• and the "Menu" entry to call up the
plasmatherm menu system using the
confirmation button.

Figure 7: Main screen wi

If a barcode reader h
the main screen also
this will be additiona

plasmatherm

sv1.01 GB

BLOOD

Me
PLASMA
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th shortcut programs

as been connected and the device connection has been activated,
 shows "Sample recognition". If the reader has read a barcode,
lly shown on screen in plain text.
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► If a log printer has been connected to the plasmatherm: switch this on as well.

The Barkey plasmatherm is now ready for operation.

NOTE
The device can be switched off at any time by pressing the top button on the
operating panel. Any heating liquid in the heating cushions can remain in the
device if so.

5.2 Opening the heating chamber

► Press the green button on the front panel to open the heating chamber and allow
the cover to lift up as far as the limit stop (see also chapter 4.2). 

If the device is not being used, the cover should remain closed.
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5.3 Material filling

The Barkey plasmatherm can be filled with materials in two locations:
1. between the heating cushions (effective filling)
2. between the dry paper and the bottom heating cushion (only in emergencies; see

also chapter 12 Specifications).

The second material filling facility is designed for emergencies and requires a longer
heating-up phase since any concerns at the bottom of the heating chamber are not
being heated from both sides. 

► Lift up the heating cushion by the grip and place the conserves to be heated up
or thawed out in the required position (see following figures).

 WARNING
Do not place conserves beneath the paddle. The paddle is marked with a red
point to aid recognition.

► Try to place the heating cushion against the conserves without folds. 

► Close the cover until the cover button has engaged.

                                   

 

                                         
Figure 8: Conserve location

NOTE
The Barkey plasmatherm described in this instruction manual can accept bot-
tles with a diameter of up to 60 mm.
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5.4 Selecting and starting a heating program using the menus

Selection of a heating program can either take place using the menus or using the
two top selection buttons which are used for shortcuts to the heating programs. The
allocation of shortcut program selection is described in chapter 5.5.1. The following
describes the menu method.

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 9: User menu

The heating program menu appears.

► Select the required program, e.g.
"Start PLASMA" and acknowledge
the OK display.

Figure 10: Heating program menu

User menu

Back
 Heating program     
 Heating duration
 Settings

OK

User menu
Heating program

Back
 Start PLASMA          
 Start BLOOD
 Start HPC
 Start USER
 Start CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

OK
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A safety query, as shown here for the
"PLASMA" heating program, then ap-
pears.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the heating program.

               Figure 11: Safety query at start of heating program

 WARNING
Blood/whole blood may not be heated up if the actual device operating tem-
perature is higher than 37 °C. If this is the case, the device emits a warning
message.

If the heating program has started, the heating cushions fill up with heat transfer liq-
uid and bed themselves around the material to be heated. The heat transfer liquid is
heated up and circulated. The residual heating program runtime is shown in the dis-
play.

Presettings can be made for individual heating programs.

• The heating duration can be adjusted for the "PLASMA", "BLOOD" and "HPC"
heating programs. 

• You can adjust further parameters in the "USER" program. 

• The temperature can be set within certain limits during "continuous operation".

Should the
PLASMA

heating program

be started ?

NO

OK
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5.4.1 Presettings heating duration and the "PLASMA" program start

 WARNING
Plasma, blood and HPC may only be heated for a limited time! You may not
use this device for keeping such products continuously heated up.

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the user menu to select
the "Heating duration" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 12: User menu

The heating duration menu than ap-
pears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the heating duration
menu to select the "PLASMA dura-
tion" entry and acknowledge the OK
display.

Figure 13: Heating duration menu

User menu

Back
 Heating program   Heating duration
 Settings

OK

User menu
Heating duration

Back PLASMA duration
 BLOOD duration
 HPC duration
 USER duration

OK
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The adjacent display for adjusting the
heating duration for the "PLASMA"
program is then shown.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. The duration
can be adjusted in 30 second steps. 

► When you have selected the re-
quired heating duration, acknowl-
edge the OK display twice.

Figure 14: Setting the heating duration for the
"PLASMA“ program

The heating duration menu is displayed
again, select "Back".

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-
turn to the user menu.

Figure 15: Heating duration menu

The user menu than appears again. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 16: User menu

User menu

Adjusting the
PLASMA

heating duration

Min : Sec

30:00
OK

User menu

Back
 Heating program     
 Heating duration
 Settings

OK

User menu
Heating duration

Back
 PLASMA duration
 BLOOD duration
 HPC duration
 USER duration

OK
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The heating program menu appears.

► Select "Start PLASMA" and ac-
knowledge the OK display.

Figure 17: Heating program menu

The safety query shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the "PLASMA" heating program.

Figure 18: Safety query at start of "PLASMA“
 heating program

The heating program starts. The fol-
lowing is displayed:

• the "PLASMA“ program name

• the "active" program status“

• the residual duration remaining

• the current temperature
Figure 19: "PLASMA“ program screen

User menu
Heating program

Back
 Start PLASMA          
 Start BLOOD
 Start HPC
 Start USER
 Start CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

Heating program

PLASMA
Status: active 

Residual time: 29:53

33.9 ºC

STOP

Should the
heating program

PLASMA

be started ?

NO

OK
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If the heating duration is completed, the display blinks and an intermittent signal is
sounded. This confirms that the heating program has finished and avoids uninten-
tional longer heating duration. You can turn the signal off by doing the following:

• by opening the cover

• by acknowledging the OK display.

You can exit the heating program at any time by pressing the acknowledgement
button ("STOP").
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5.4.2 Presettings heating duration and the "BLOOD" program start

 WARNING
Plasma, blood and HPC may only be heated for a limited time!
You may not use this device for keeping such products continuously heated
up!

 WARNING
Blood/whole blood may not be heated up if the actual device operating tem-
perature is higher than 37 °C. If this is the case, the device emits a warning
message.

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the user menu to select
the "Heating duration" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 20: User menu

The heating duration menu than ap-
pears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the heating duration
menu to select the "BLOOD dura-
tion" entry and acknowledge the OK
display.

Figure 21: Heating duration menu

User menu

Back
 Heating program      Heating duration
 Settings

OK

User menu
Heating duration

Back
 PLASMA duration
 BOOD duration        
 HPC duration
 USER duration

OK
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The adjacent display for adjusting the
heating duration for the "BLOOD" pro-
gram is then shown.

► Press the button selection buttons
(-/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. The duration
can be adjusted in 30 second steps. 

► When you have selected the re-
quired heating duration, acknowl-
edge the OK display twice.

Figure 22: Setting the heating duration for the
"BLOOD“ program

The heating duration menu is displayed
again, select "Back".

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-
turn to the user menu.

Figure 23: Heating duration menu

The user menu than appears again. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 24: User menu

User menu

Back
 Heating program     
 Heating duration
 Settings

OK

User menu

Adjusting the
BLOOD

Heating duration

Min : Sec

15:00
OK

User menu
Heating duration

Back
 PLASMA duration
 BLOOD duration
 HPC duration
 USER duration

OK
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The heating program menu appears.

► Select "Start BLOOD" and acknowl-
edge the OK display.

Figure 25: Heating program menu

The safety query shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the "BLOOD" heating program.

Figure 26: Safety query at start of "BLOOD“ heating
 program

The heating program starts. The fol-
lowing is displayed:

• the "BLOOD“ program name

• the "active" program status“

• the residual duration remaining

• the current temperature
Figure 27: "BLOOD“ program screen

User menu
Heating program

Back
 Start PLASMA     
 Start BLOOD
 Start HPC
 Start USER
 Start CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

OK

Heating program

BLOOD
Status : active 

Residual time: 14:56

36.7 ºC

STOP

Should the
heating program

BLOOD

be started ?

NO

OK
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If the heating duration is completed, the display blinks and an intermittent signal is
sounded. This confirms that the heating program has finished and avoids uninten-
tional longer heating duration. You can turn the signal off by doing the following:

• by opening the cover

• by acknowledging the OK display.

You can exit the heating program at any time by pressing the acknowledgement
button ("STOP").
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5.4.3 Presettings heating duration and the "HPC" program start

 WARNING
Plasma, blood and HPC may only be heated for a limited time!
You may not use this device for keeping such products continuously heated
up!

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the user menu to select
the "Heating duration" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 28: User menu

The heating duration menu than ap-
pears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the heating duration
menu to select the "HPC duration"
entry and acknowledge the OK dis-
play.

Figure 29: Heating duration menu

User menu
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User menu
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The adjacent display for adjusting the
heating duration for the "HPC" program
is then shown.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. The duration
can be adjusted in 30 second steps. 

► When you have selected the re-
quired heating duration, acknowl-
edge the OK display twice.

Figure 30: Setting the heating duration for the "HPC“
program

The heating duration menu is displayed
again, select "Back".

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-
turn to the user menu.

Figure 31: Heating duration menu

The user menu than appears again. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 32: User menu

User menu
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OK
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The heating program menu appears.

► Select "Start HPC" and acknowledge
the OK display.

Figure 33: Heating program menu

The safety query shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the "HPC" heating program.

Figure 34: Safety query at start of "HPC“ heating program

The heating program starts. The fol-
lowing is displayed:

• the "HPC“ program

• the "active" program status“

• the residual duration remaining

• the current temperature
Figure 35: "HPC“ program screen

User menu
Heating program

Back
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 Start HPC             
 Start USER
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OPERATION

OK

Heating program

HPC
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If the heating duration is completed, the display blinks and an intermittent signal is
sounded. This confirms that the heating program has finished and avoids uninten-
tional longer heating duration. You can turn the signal off by doing the following:

• by opening the cover

• by acknowledging the OK display.

You can exit the heating program at any time by pressing the acknowledgement
button ("STOP").
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5.4.4 Presettings heating duration and the "USER" program start

In the "USER“ program, you have the facility to influence several parameters for
heating of heating materials. The "USER" and "PLASMA" programs are preset at the
works.

Presetting the heating duration can be carried out via the heating duration menu in
the user menu, as for the other programs. Setting other parameters can only be car-
ried out in the service menu (see chapter6.5). Since there is a danger that the heating
goods can be affected or destroyed due to incorrect parameter settings, you should
always observe the following safety information.

 WARNING
Undulation movements may not be used during the heating up of blood con-
serves or erythrozyte concentrates in order to avoid mechanical strains on the
cellular material or clumping. 

 WARNING
Plasma, blood and HPC may only be heated for a limited time!
You may not use this device for keeping such products continuously heated
up!

 WARNING
Settings to the "USER" program should only be carried out and documented by
experienced medical personnel to prevent harmful user temperatures and times
being set.

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the user menu to select
the "Heating duration" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 36: User menu

User menu

Back
 Heating program      Heating duration
 Settings

OK
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The heating duration menu than ap-
pears.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the heating duration
menu to select the "USER duration"
entry and acknowledge the OK dis-
play.

Figure 37: Heating duration menu

The adjacent display for adjusting the
heating duration for the "USER" pro-
gram user is then shown.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. The duration
can be adjusted in 30 second steps. 

► When you have selected the re-
quired heating duration, acknowl-
edge the OK display twice.

Figure 38: Setting the heating duration for the "USER“
program

The heating duration menu is displayed
again, select "Back".

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-
turn to the user menu.

Figure 39: Heating duration menu

User menu
Heating duration

Back
 PLASMA duration
 BLOOD duration
 HPC duration
 USER duration

OK

User menu

Adjusting the
USER

Heating duration

Min : Sec

30:00
OK

User menu
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 PLASMA duration
 BLOOD duration
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OK
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The user menu than appears again. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 40: User menu

The heating program menu appears.

► Select "Start USER" and acknowl-
edge the OK display.

Figure 41: Heating program menu

The safety query shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the "USER" heating program.

Figure 42: Safety query at start of "USER“
heating program

User menu

Back Heating program     
 Heating duration
 Settings

OK
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The heating program starts. The fol-
lowing is displayed:

• the "USER“ program

• the "active" program status“

• the residual duration remaining

• the current temperature
Figure 43: "USER“ program screen

If the heating duration is completed, the display blinks and an intermittent signal is
sounded. This confirms that the heating program has finished and avoids uninten-
tional longer heating duration. You can turn the signal off by doing the following:

• by opening the cover

• by acknowledging the OK display.

You can exit the heating program at any time by pressing the acknowledgement
button ("STOP").

Heating program

USER
Status : active
Residual time: 29:52

35.6 ºC

STOP
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5.4.5 Presettings for temperature and heating in continuous operation

 WARNING
Plasma, blood and HPC may only be heated for a limited time!
You may not use this device for keeping such products continuously heated
up!

You may not use continuous operation for non-denaturisable products such as
common salt solution!

Time settings and undulation functions are not available in continuous operation.
You can set the temperature for continuous operation within certain limits. 

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears. 

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) to select the "Heating pro-
gram" entry and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 44: User menu

The heating program menu appears.

► Select "Start CONTINUOUS
OPERATION" and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 45: Heating program menu
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 Start HPC
 Start USER
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OK
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The adjacent display for adjusting the
heating duration for the "CONTINUOUS
OPERATION" program is then shown.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required temperature is
shown in the display. 

► When you have selected the re-
quired temperature , acknowledge
the OK display twice.

Figure 46: Temperature settings for the
"CONTINUOUS OPERATION“program

The safety query shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Press the bottom selection switch to
change from "NO" to "YES".

► Acknowledge the OK display to start
the "CONTINUOUS OPERATION"
heating program.

Figure 47: Safety query at start of  "CONTINUOUS
OPERATION“ heating program

The heating program starts. The fol-
lowing is displayed:

• the "CONTINUOUS OPERATION“
program

• the "active" program status“

• the current temperature
Figure 48: "CONTINUOUS OPERATION“ program
screen

You can exit the heating program at any time by pressing the acknowledgement
button ("STOP").

User menu
Heating program

CONTINUOUS OPERATION

Setting the
set temperature!
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Heating program
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Residual time: --:--
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5.5 "Settings" menu

You can allocate both shortcut program buttons with the programs you use most of-
ten in the "Settings" menu. In addition to this, you can check the device heat transfer
liquid fill level and also display other information about the device.

► In the main screen, press the confirmation button ("Menu") to start the menu
system.

The user menu than appears.

► In the user menu, use the bottom
selection buttons (arrows) to select
the "Setting" entry and acknowl-
edge the OK display.

Figure 49: User menu

The "Settings“ menu is displayed.
Figure 50: "Settings" menu
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5.5.1 Allocation of shortcut programs to top selection buttons

The two top operating panel selection buttons are allocated to heating programs,
which you can start immediately after switching the device on without requiring the
menu system. You can change the allocation here.

► Call up the "Settings" menu as described in chapter 5.5.

► Select the "Function buttons" entry
in the "Settings" menu, and ac-
knowledge the OK display.

Figure 51: "Sett

Figure 52: Alloc
top selection bu

A screen is displayed showing both
currently set shortcut programs, e.g.
"BLOOD" and "PLASMA" as shown in
the adjacent figure.
► Press the left-hand top side selec-

tion button until the required pro-
gram is displayed on the left.

► Use the same method to allocate a
program to the right-hand selection
button.

► Acknowledge the OK display once

This setting i

BLOOD

Pro
fun

User menu

Back Functi
 System
 Fill l
ings" menu

User menu

PLASMA

gramming the
ction buttons

OK

Settings

on buttons
 information
evel display

OK
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ation of shortcut programs to both
ttons

both programs have been allocated
as required. 

s retained until you repeat the above steps to reallocate.
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5.5.2 Information about the system

► Call up the "Settings" menu as described in chapter 5.5.

► Select the "Function buttons" entry
in the "System information" menu,
and acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 53: "Settings" menu

The following information about the
system is displayed:
• name of device
• device serial number
• device date of manufacture
• date of last calibration/TSI
• version number of currently in-

stalled software

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-

Figure 54: Infor
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5.5.3 Fill level display

► Call up the "Settings" menu as described in chapter 5.5.

► Select the "Function buttons" entry
in the "Fill level display" menu, and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 55: "Settings" menu

The filling status will be displayed as in
the adjacent figure. 

Figure 56: "Fill

CAUT
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► Acknowl
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 level display“ menu

ION
 Tank" is displayed as in the example, you must fill up with distilled or
eralised water. To do this, see chapter 7.3.2 in this instruction manual.

 correctly filled, "Tank is FULL" will be displayed as a status. The display
blinks and an intermittent acoustic signal is given off.

edge the OK display to return to the "Settings" menu.
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6 Service menu

6.1 Notes on using the service menu

CAUTION
As a user, you should only use the service menu to adjust the following func-
tions:

• setting the system clock

• reading out the error list

• Setting the parameters for the "USER" program

• Resetting the parameters for the works setting

• activating and configuring the optional connection of printer and barcode
reader

CAUTION
Only qualified service personnel and employees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG
may select the "TSI" (technical safety inspection) menu command and carry
out technical safety inspections. 

For safety reasons, this menu command may not be selected by other users of
the device. It would be possible to alter parameters here which could only be
reset by carrying out a service. You can find more information about technical
safety inspections in chapter 8.1 of this instruction manual.

6.2 Starting the service menu

► Switch the device off.

► Press both bottom selection buttons simultaneously and keep them pressed. Press
the main switch. Hold the bottom selection button press down until the service
menu is displayed. Now you can release both buttons.
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6.3 Setting the system clock

The time and date on the system clock can be set, for example to change from sum-
mer to winter time and vice versa. Correct settings are particularly important when
using a log printer, because date and time information is a component of the printed
log.

► Start the service menu as described in chapter 6.2.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the service menu to se-
lect the "Set clock" entry and ac-
knowledge the OK display.

Figure 57: Service menu

A blinking "YES“ is displayed. Use the
bottom selection buttons (-/+) to select
"NO" if you want to quit the settings
without making changes to the date and
time.

► Acknowledge the OK display.
Figure 58: Setting date and time

Date and time are displayed in the "day.month.year" and "hours:minutes:seconds"
formats. At first, the day counter in the date display blinks. 

► If you want to change the date, press the bottom selection buttons (-/+) until the
required date is displayed. 

► Acknowledge the OK display so that the device accepts the date set. 

► Continue setting the other numbers in the same manner. The number which can
be changed always blinks, in the following sequence:
month, year, hour, minute, second.
Acknowledge the OK display each time.

► Acknowledge the OK display to return to the "Service menu".

Service menu

Back
 Set clock
 Error list
 USER program
 Works setting
 Peripherals
 TSI

OK

Service menu

Set date and
time

13.04.05

16:13:23

YES

OK
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6.4 Reading out the error list

If errors occur within the device, these are saved into an error list. The device keeps a
list for this purpose internally with the error numbers for any device malfunctions
occurring. 

The error list is intended primarily for informing service technicians or employees of
Barkey GmbH & Co. KG about the error numbers.

► Start the service menu as described in chapter 6.2.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the service menu to se-
lect the "Error list" entry and ac-
knowledge the OK display.

Figure 59: Service menu

An error list with 6 positions will be
displayed as shown in the adjacent fig-
ure.

► Give the error numbers displayed to
your service technician or employ-
ees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG, or
write the numbers down for hand-
ing over at a later date.

Figure 60: Error list

► Press the bottom selection buttons (-/+) to switch between the "List received" and
"Delete list" displays.

CAUTION
If it is necessary to service the device on site, you should not delete the error
list. If any errors can be rectified using service advice on the telephone and
you are able to carry on working with the device, you can then delete the error
list.

► Acknowledge the OK display in the selected setting to return to the "Service
menu".

Service menu

Back
 Set clock
 Error list
 USER program
 Works setting
 Peripherals
 TSI

OK

Service menu

List of errors
occurring

No. 1:080 No. 2:000
No. 3:000 No. 4:000
No. 5:000 No. 6:000

BARKEY service:
+49 (5202) 9801-30

List received

OK
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6.5 Setting the parameters for the "USER" program

You can set the parameters for the "USER" program as described below. 

First the special "heat-up" and "undulation" functions are explained.

6.5.1 "Heat-up“ special function 

The "heat-up function" enables you to carry out a duration-limited and temperature-
controlled forced heat-up in order to thaw out deep-frozen plasma conserves rapidly.
The heat transfer liquid is heated up to an adjustable temperature above 37 °C for a
limited duration, and then cools down to a lower value in the succeeding period.
Cooling down can be accelerated by placing cold, non-denaturisable materials (e.g.
ice bags) inside.

 WARNING
The "heat-up function" may NOT be used for blood for safety reasons.

6.5.2 "Undulation" special function

In order to meet the requirements of biologists, transfusion doctors and specific
laboratory methods, heating goods such as plasma (ffp) can be programmed to move
intermittently for care reasons.

After the mixed heating goods have been placed in the device, the heating cushions
are automatically moved in undulations after a thawing-out phase in which only
heating is applied. This takes place using an eccentrically sliding paddle located be-
tween the heating cushions, which produces slight undulations in order to gently mix
the heating goods.

 WARNING
Do not use the undulation movement for blood supplies due to possible me-
chanical damage and clumping of erythrozytes.

When placing the heating goods in the device, ensure that nothing is placed immedi-
ately below the paddle. This could cause the paddle to be blocked. You can see the
paddle thanks to its red point marking. If conserves do get under the paddle, an
overcurrent fuse switches the paddle drive motor off in order to protect the conserves
from damage. An error message appears, and then the device needs to be restarted
(see also chapter9.6).

► Remove the heating goods causing the blockage.

► Switch the device off and then on again.

The heating program can be repeated if necessary.
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Figure 61: Paddle for undulations

Time control for the undulation and the time and temperature-controlled heat-up
functions are contained in the "USER" program. The two figures below are intended
to explain the program sequence.

Figure 62: Temperature time control

Figure 63: Undulation time control

Heat-up duration

Heating duration

Set temperature

Heat-up set temperature

Temperature

Time

Thaw-out

Undulations
active

Undulations
inactive

Undulation duration

Undulations

Time
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6.5.3 Carrying out settings

You can carry out settings to the parameters for the "USER" program taking the de-
pendencies of time and temperature in addition to paddle movements and paddle
pauses described above into account. 

► Start the service menu as described in chapter 6.2.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the service menu to se-
lect the "USER program" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 64: Service menu

The display shown adjacent is then
shown.

You can switch between "Yes" or "No"
by pressing the bottom selection button
(-/+). 

► Select "Yes" and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 65: Changing the "USER" program.

Setting the parameters for the "USER" program takes place in nine stages. All set-
tings take place using both bottom selection buttons (-/+). In each case, the OK dis-
play needs to be acknowledged twice afterwards. All nine stages need to be carried
out before the settings are complete.

Service menu

Back
 Set clock
 Error list
 USER program
 Works setting
 Peripherals
 TSI

OK

Service menu

Change USER
program?

YES

OK
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Stage 1 – Heating duration 

Here you can set the total heating proc-
ess duration in steps of 10 seconds. The
overall duration can be set between one
minute and 90 minutes.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
Figure 66: Setting the heating duration

Stage 2 – Set temperature

Here you can set the set temperature in
steps of 0.5 °C. The set temperature can
be adjusted between 37.0 °C and 45.0°C.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required temperature is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
Figure 67: Setting the set temperature

Stage 3 – Heat-up duration

Here you can set the heat-up duration
in steps of 10 seconds. The "heat-up
duration" can be set from between zero
up to the maximum heating duration.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
Figure 68: Setting the heat-up duration
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Figure 69: Setting the heat-up set temperature

Stage 4 – Heat-up set temperature

Here you can set the set temperature
during the heat-up process in stages of
0.5 °C. The temperature can be set be-
tween the current set temperature (Stage
2) up to 45.0 °C.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.

Stage 5 – Thaw-out time

Here you can set the thaw-out duration
in steps of 10 seconds. The overall du-
ration can be set between zero and 20
minutes.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.

Figure 70: Setting the thaw-out time

Figure 71: Setting the active undulation duration

Stage 6 – Undulation active

Here you can set the active undulation
duration in steps of one second. The
active undulation duration can be set
between one second up to the maxi-
mum heating duration currently set.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
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Stage 7 – Undulation inactive

Here you can set the undulation pause
duration in steps of one second. The
pause duration can be set between zero
and 3 minutes.

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
Figure 72: Setting the undulation pause duration

Stage 8 – Undulation duration

Here you can set the total duration for
all undulation cycles in steps of 10 sec-
onds. The undulation time can be ad-
justed from zero up to the heating du-
ration minus the thaw-out time (Stages
1 and 5).

► Press the button selection buttons (-
/+) until the required duration is
shown in the display. 

► Acknowledge the OK display twice.
Figure 73: Setting the total undulation duration

Stage 9 – End of setting routine

The display shown adjacent is then
shown.

► Acknowledge the OK display to re-
turn to the "Service menu" main
screen.

Figure 74: En
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6.6 Resetting the parameters for the works setting

You have the facility to reset all adjustable parameters to the standard values which
were set during the device production. The works settings are listed in chapter 11 of
this instruction manual.

► Start the service menu as described in chapter 6.2.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the service menu to se-
lect the "Works setting" entry and
acknowledge the OK display.

Figure 75: Service menu

You can switch between "Yes" or "No"
by pressing the bottom selection button. 

► Select "Yes" and acknowledge the
OK display.

Figure 76: Resetting to works settings

All parameters are then reset to the settings carried out in the works.

Service menu

Back
 Set clock
 Error list
 USER program
 Works setting
 Peripherals
 TSI

OK
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Reset process data
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settings?
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OK
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6.7 Peripherals

Optional peripheral devices such as a log printer or a barcode reader can be con-
nected to the Barkey plasmatherm.

 WARNING
The Barkey plasmatherm may only be operated with the following peripheral
devices:
• EPSON TM-U220B-007needle printer 
• Welch Allyn CCD-Handscanner Imageteam 3800 LR-13 barcode reader

Both devices can be obtained as accessories from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG with
the appropriate user documentation. Use of other devices is not permitted.

If an optional peripheral device is connected to the Barkey plasmatherm for the first
time, the appropriate signal connection for the peripheral device must be activated
before it can be used.

If an optional peripheral device is taken out of operation, the appropriate signal con-
nection to the plasmatherm must be deactivated so that the plasmatherm does not
give out error messages because the peripheral device is no longer connected.

You can use the "Peripheral" menu command in the service menu to activate and de-
activate peripheral connections to the Barkey plasmatherm.

► Start the service menu as described in chapter 6.2.

► Use the bottom selection buttons
(arrows) in the service menu to se-
lect the "Peripherals" entry and ac-
knowledge the OK display.

Figure 77: Service menu
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A screen is then displayed which shows
the current assignment of both periph-
eral connections, as shown in the adja-
cent example with "Scanner" and
"Printer".

Figure 78: Service menu - Peripherals

First, the entry under "Interface 1" displayed as an assignment blinks.

► Press one of the bottom selection buttons (-/+) to switch between "Scanner" and
"not in use". Select "Scanner" if a scanner is connected or is to be connected.

► Acknowledge the OK display.

Now, the entry under "Interface 2" displayed as an assignment blinks.

► Press one of the bottom selection buttons (-/+) to switch between "printer" and
"not in use".

► Select "Printer" if a printer is connected or is to be connected.

► Acknowledge the OK display twice to return to the user menu.

Service menu

Adjusting the
Peripherals

Interface 1:
Scanner

Interface 2:
Printer

OK
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7 Cleaning and care

7.1 Cleaning

The Berkeley plasmatherm is simple and easy to clean due to its smooth surfaces and
rounded corners inside the heating chamber. 

The surfaces of the device, the heating chamber and the heating cushion must be
cleaned and disinfection-wiped as required, but at least once per week. 

 CAUTION
You should use standard commercial preparations based on alcohol without
oxygen-releasing components (with sodium hydrochloride with 1.4% bleach
solution or aldehyde content < 0.2%) as a disinfectant.

 WARNING
Switch the device off before carrying out disinfection.

► Use a water-soap mixture to clean the device if possible.

► Dry the surfaces and use a surface disinfectant. Observe the acting time stated
by the disinfectant manufacturer!

► After allowing the disinfectant to act, dry the device off with disposable tissues.

► For hygienic reasons you should place a new filter paper (dry paper) on the
heating chamber floor after each disinfection. 

CAUTION
The surfaces of the heating cushion should be disinfection-wiped each time
deep frozen plasma is thawed out.

CAUTION
In addition to these recommendations, we refer you to the hygiene measures
and regulations set by your hospital.
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7.2 Dry paper

When the device is delivered, the heating chamber floor is provided with a filter pa-
per (dry paper) for checking hygiene. Any possible leaks in the conserves or con-
tamination within the device itself are made easily visible enabling early recognition. 

If the filter paper becomes moist, both sensors (metal contacts) on the heating cham-
ber floor are made conductive. This triggers an acoustic signal and a blinking warn-
ing message in the display.

► After carrying out any cleaning, replace the dry paper.

NOTE
Dry paper can be obtained from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.
Artikel Nr. 212.10005

7.3 Replacing water

Barkey GmbH & Co. KG will automatically remind you to replace the water. For this
purpose you will be sent two micropur tablets and brief instructions for replacing
water every year. 

At the same time, we will send you a questionnaire for checking your address, tele-
phone number and device location. We ask you to return this to us !

NOTE
If you require additional supplies, you can order the micropur tablets from
Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.

Please proceed as follows to replace the water:

7.3.1 Draining off water

► Switch the device off using the On/Off switch.

 WARNING
Do not move the device further forwards than described in the following step!

► Move the device forwards over the edge of the surface on which it is standing so
that its front edge is protruding by around 15 cm. 

Two extra feet under the device prevent it tipping forwards.

► Pull the drain hose downwards from the recess in the device floor, and hold the
end of the hose over a container in order to drain the heat transfer liquid.
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► Unscrew the plug out of the filling
opening (back right on the top of
the device) by turning it anticlock-
wise. Verwenden Sie hierzu eine
Münze.

Figure 79: Filling opening with plug

► Open the drain cock by turning it
anticlockwise (90°). Allow the heat
transfer liquid to drain out. 

Figure 80: Drain cock open

► Lift the heating cushion slightly and ensure that it is completely empty.

► Hold the device firmly and tip it slightly forward until the device is completely
empty..

► Close the drain cock, press the drain hose back into the floor recess so that it is
located over the small stud on the side, and push the device completely back onto
its standing surface.

7.3.2 Filling with water

► Unscrew the plug out of the filling opening as described in chapter 7.3.1.

► If completely filling, switch the device on using the On/Off switch.
The device will now display a message telling you to fill up with water.

► For filling up with water, select the fill level display in the menu described in
chapter 5.5.3.

► Put two micropur tablets in the filling opening.

Plug

Drain cock
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CAUTION
Always add two micropur tablets to the distilled or de-mineralised water.

For newly supplied devices, or replacement devices, or after maintenance and
repairs, the two micropur tablets are always already inside the heat transfer
liquid tank. 

► Place a suitable funnel in the filling opening and fill up the device with the nec-
essary quantity of de-mineralised or distilled water:

• approx. 8.5 litres for complete filling.

• approx. 1 litre after an error message requiring you to top up.

► Always stop filling immediately when an acoustic signal is sounded and the fol-
lowing message appears: "Tank is FULL".

► Acknowledge the OK display.

► Screw the plug back into the filling opening. Use a coin to tighten it up.

The device has now been properly filled with heat transfer liquid. 

For venting the heating cushions, please proceed as follows:

► Pull the left-hand top hose out of the plug closure so that the water in the water
ducts can rise. To do this, press the blue ring to the rear and pull the heating
cushion hose forwards at the same time.

► Wait around 20 seconds. After this, push the hose back into the plug closer as far
as the stop.

► First, start the device without heating goods using any heating program. 

► If the pump does not start pumping heat transfer liquid into the cushion immedi-
ately, stop the heating programme and repeat the venting steps as described
above.

► Once the heating cushions have been filled, open the cover.

► Squeeze out any air bubbles present in the cushions with your hands, pressing
towards the right-hand hose connection. Any bubbles removed can be heard as a
gurgling sound. 

► Close the cover so that the heating cushions fill up again. 

► If there are still considerable quantities of air in the heating cushions, the process
must be repeated.

Small bubbles disappear once the heat transfer liquid has been warmed up.
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8 Maintenance

In addition to cleaning the device, and an electrical safety inspection in accordance
with German BGV regulations, regular technical safety inspections and battery re-
placement need to be carried out as maintenance measures.

Both these maintenance measures may only be carried out by qualified service per-
sonnel or employees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG. Training for medical technicians for
examination and overhaul of the Barkey plasmatherm is offered at the Barkey GmbH
& Co. KG works. Please call us on +49 (5202) 9801-30 if you need to know current
availability and costs.

The last page of this instruction manual contains a device master form . Is intended
to serve as a title page for a device master booklet in which all maintenance meas-
ures should be documented.

* BGV A3  German union regulations A3
(electronic equipment and operating devices)

8.1 Technical safety inspections (TSI)

The Barkey plasmatherm temperature setting is dependent on normal ageing and the
tolerances of the electronic components, as are all electronic devices.

In order to guarantee the temperature settings on the Barkey plasmatherm perma-
nently within the stated tolerances, an annual technical safety inspection (TSI) must
be carried out by qualified service personnel or employees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG
(see § 6 of the German MPBetreibV*).

The safety inspection should include the prescribed annual electrical safety check on
the Barkey plasmatherm in addition to other points listed here.

As soon as a safety inspection for the device is due, you will be automatically re-
minded by a message in the display after switching on the device.

When the Barkey plasmatherm is switched on, it undergoes a self-check. Technical
safety inspections therefore deal mainly with the device measurement functions.
Safety inspections include checking the input and exhaust ventilation grilles and
cleaning if necessary.

All the work necessary for servicing and TSIs described in a special service manual,
which can be requested from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.

* MPBetreibV  Medical Product Operation Prescriptions
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8.2 Replacing the battery

The device battery (lithium battery CR 1225, 3 V) must be replaced every 3 years.

All the work necessary for servicing and TSIs described in a special service manual,
which can be requested from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG.

CAUTION
Only qualified service personnel and employees of Barkey GmbH & Co. KG
may replace the battery. Please dispose of any batteries properly in accordance
with regulations. The device clock will need to be reset after replacing the bat-
tery.
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9 Error messages

Device errors are divided into various stages and are represented or treated differ-
ently.

• Warnings are shown with a plain text message in the display and require the user
to acknowledge the OK display.

• Errors of lower priority, which also require the user to acknowledge the OK dis-
play or other actions are also shown in plain text in the display. In addition, the
display background illumination blinks and the device gives off an acoustic in-
termittent signal.

• Errors of higher priority which require the device to restart or servicing by tech-
nician are shown in plain text in the display.
Any errors caused by defective electronics are shown with an error number and
saved within the device for later fault diagnosis. In addition, the red fault lamp in
the operating panel is activated and the device gives off an acoustic intermittent
signal.

High priority error notification in dis-
play.

Figure 81: Example of error notification

If a high priority error message is shown, please proceed as follows:

► Read the error message.

► Make a note of the error number and serial number.

► Take the device out of operation.

► Notify your medical technical service or the Barkey GmbH & Co. KG service de-
partment.

Please also observe the remaining information on the following page.

! FAULT !

Device error

Error number:  070

Serial no.: 1106000
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In the service menu, "Error list" menu command, you can call up all the errors which
have occurred. Please see chapter 6.4 in this instruction manual for more information
about calling up the error list.

NOTE
In some cases, the serial number of the device will not be shown with an error
message.

CAUTION
Always remove the device from the power supply before lifting up!
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9.1 Error numbers

Error numbers with high priority are listed in the following table. Errors which re-
quire you to restart the system or carry out any actions have a grey background.

Error
number

Error description Comments

10, 11 Display defective Text may not be visible in the display.
The characters shown in the display are pos-
sibly incorrect.

20 to 23 Internal device error
30, 31 Checksum for internal

device data is incorrect
32 Checksum for program

memory is incorrect
40 Clock is incorrect
41 Error when setting clock

time
42 Error when setting date
43 Error when reading in

clock time
44 Error when reading in

date
45 Clock not running Replace batteries

(only by authorised specialist personnel).
Then set time and date.

60 The "watchdog timer" has
found an error.

70 to 74 Error during temperature
measurement / tempera-
ture sensor

Possible cause: Sensor break, sensor short-
circuit.

80 to 82 Overtemperature (soft-
ware) during temperature
measurement.

Restart system / allow device to cool down.

90 Pump and heater supply
voltage not available.

Possible cause: Overtemperature.

91 Function for heating pro-
grams is defective.

92 Overtemperature (elec-
tronic) during tempera-
ture measurement.

Restart system / allow device to cool down.

97 Function for undulations
is defective.

98 Supply voltage not avail-
able for undulation mo-
tor.

Restart system / remove any paddle block-
ages.
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Error
number

Error description Comments

100 Fill level in tank is criti-
cal; heater has been
switched off.

Restart system / fill tank up.

110 Communication / inter-
face damaged.
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9.2 System temperature

Blood/whole blood may not be heated up if the actual device operating temperature
is higher than 37 °C. If, for example, you have thawed out and heated up plasma and
then called up a programme for heating blood/whole blood, a blinking warning
message is shown in the display.

► Acknowledge the OK display. Hier-
durch brechen Sie den Start ab.

► Remove any conserves from the
heating chamber. 

► Allow the device to cool down.

► You should only place the heating
goods inside once the device has
cooled down to 37 °C. Restart the
program.

Figure 82: "System temperature too high!" message

9.3 Overtemperature.

If the device detects overtemperature during operation, an acoustic intermittent sig-
nal is given off and a blinking warning message is shown in the display. In addition,
the red malfunction light on the operating panel is activated.

► Read the error message.

► Make a note of the error number
and serial number.

Figure 83: "Overtemperat
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9.4 Cover

If you start a heating program and the cover is not properly closed, an acoustic in-
termittent signal is given off and a blinking warning message is shown in the dis-
play.

► Acknowledge the OK display to quit
the program start.

► Close the cover to start the heating

Figure 84: "Close cover!“
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Figure 85: "Close cover!“
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If you leave the cover open for longer than 10 seconds, the device interrupts the
heating program.

► Acknowledge the OK display.

► Call up the heating program again if
necessary.

Figure 86: Heating program interrupted message

If a log printer is connected, the program interruption will be noted in the log.

9.5 Lack of water

Due to the ventilation necessary, there will be a lack of water in the device tank sys-
tem after a while due to evaporation.

If you start a heating program and the water level is already low, an acoustic inter-
mittent signal is given off and a blinking warning message is shown in the display.

► Acknowledge the OK display.
Figure 87: Lack of water 
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If this message is shown, please proceed as follows in order to obtain operational
readiness again.

► Call up the "Fill level display" entry in the "Settings" menu as described in chap-
ter 5.5.3.

► Fill up with water as described in chapter 7.3.2.

If the water level in the tank becomes too low when the heating cushions have been
filled, a warning is displayed:

► Acknowledge the OK display.

► Top up with around 1 litre of dis-
tilled or de-mineralised water as
soon as possible. Chapter 7.3.2 of
this instruction manual gives de-
tailed information about filling the
device.

Figure 88: Lack of water 
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9.6 Paddle

If the paddle is blocked for the "undulation" special function, an acoustic signal is
triggered once the overcurrent fuse has triggered.

Please proceed as described in chapter
6.5.2.

Figure 90: Blocked paddle message

9.7 Moisture sensors

If any liquid has leaked inside the device heating chamber, an acoustic intermittent
signal is given off and an error message blinks in the display once the moisture sen-
sors have detected this fact.

► Acknowledge the OK display.

► Switch the device off. 

► Clean, disinfect and dry the heating
cushion and the heating chamber.

► Replace the filter paper.
Figure 91: Moisture sens
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9.8 Printer

If the printer connection has been activated and the log printer is not connected or
not switched on, a warning will appear in the display.

► Connect the printer to the Barkey
plasmatherm if necessary (see
chapter 5.1.2).

► Switch the printer on.

► Acknowledge the OK display.
Figure 92: Printer messa
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10 Guarantee and customer service

The Barkey plasmatherm thawing-out and heating-a device is supplied with a 24
month warranty.

Mechanical damage is not covered by the warranty.

The Barkey plasmatherm thawing-out and heating-up device is almost completely
maintenance-free and unsusceptible to faults. 

If, despite this, repair becomes necessary, please observe the following. 

Please return defective devices for recycling repairs to Barkey GmbH & Co. KG. Recy-
cling repairs save you the cost of recyclable used parts. Barkey GmbH & Co. KG also
ensures that all parts and materials are disposed of properly.

Barkey GmbH & Co. KG accepts no liability for alterations carried out without
authorisation or overhaul to the devices carried out by the user or non-authorised
third parties.

Barkey GmbH & Co. KG is only responsible for the effects on the devices safety, reli-
ability and performance if

• extensions, resetting, alterations or repairs are carried out by persons authorised
by the company

and
• technical safety inspections have been demonstrably carried out by suitable spe-

cialist personnel at the prescribed intervals
and
• electrical installation has been carried out in accordance with German VDE

stipulations or similar 
and
• the device has been used in accordance with the contents of this instruction

manual
and
• examinations for electrical safety have demonstrably been carried out in accor-

dance with the applicable regulations at the prescribed intervals.

We therefore recommend that you allow necessary repairs and regular maintenance
to be carried out by Barkey GmbH & Co. KG, or to ensure that your specialist per-
sonnel are trained at our special product training sessions with regard to inspection
and maintenance.

We provide replacement devices during repairs and maintenance in our works so that
you can continue to work without delays. Please inform us if we should send you a
replacement device during repairs.

Shipment takes place using parcel post. The packaging used in the works can be re-
used. The return shipment will be organised by ourselves.

This method has had considerable success and saves both costs and time.
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The Barkey GmbH & Co. KG customer service department is available

Monday to Friday 07.00 - 20.00

Saturday and Sunday 10.00 - 18.00

on +49 (5202) 9801-30.

Our conditions for repair and assembly and our guarantee conditions are applicable.
Our supply is subject to the general supply conditions for products and services of
the electrical industry.
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11 Heating program works settings

PLASMA heating program

Heating duration 20 min

Set temperature 37 °C

Heat-up duration 16 min

Warm-up setpoint 45 °C

Thaw-out duration 2 min

Undulations active 18 min

Undulations inactive 0 min

Undulation duration 18 min

BLOOD heating program

Heating duration 15 min

Set temperature 37 °C

Heat-up duration 0 min

Warm-up setpoint 37 °C

Thaw-out duration 0 min

Undulations active 0 min

Undulations inactive 0 min

Undulation duration 0 min

HPC heating program

Heating duration 5 min

Set temperature 37 °C

Heat-up duration 0 min

Warm-up setpoint 37 °C

Thaw-out duration 0,5 min

Undulations active 4,5 min

Undulations inactive 0 min

Undulation duration 4,5 min 
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USER heating program

Heating duration 20 min

Set temperature 37 °C

Heat-up duration 16 min

Warm-up setpoint 45 °C

Thaw-out duration 2 min

Undulations active 18 min

Undulations inactive 0 min

Undulation duration 18 min

CONTINUOUS OPERATION heating program

Heating duration permanent

Set temperature 37 °C

Heat-up duration 0 min

Warm-up setpoint 37 °C

Thaw-out duration 37 min

Undulations active 0 min

Undulations inactive 0 min

Undulation duration 0 min 
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12 Specifications

Manufacturer Barkey GmbH & Co. KG
Gewerbestrasse 8
33818 Leopoldshoehe

Tel.: +49 (5202) 9801-0
Fax: +49 (5202) 9801-99

Type Barkey plasmatherm

Order No. 212.10037 230 VAC / 50..60 Hz

212.10038 115 VAC / 60 Hz

Capacity up to 4 bags 500 ml
or 2 bags 800 ml
Emergency:
8 bags 250 ml

Power supply 230 VAC / 115 VAC

Mains frequency 50 – 60 Hz

Power consumption <0.25 Watt Standby
35 Watt inactive
55 Watt continuous operation 37 °C
1600 Watt max.

current consumption 7 A at 230 VAC max.
14 A at 115 VAC max.

fusing 8 A slow-blow at 230 VAC
15 A slow-blow at 115 VAC

Battery type lithium battery CR 1225, 3 V

Interfaces / device optional:
barcode scanner
log printer

Overtemperature protection software-controlled: setpoint + 1.0 °C
electronic: 48 °C ± 1,0 °C

Temperature setting selectable from +37 to max. +45 °C
standard setting +37 °C

Display accuracy ± 0.1 K

Operation Storage/transport ambient
temperature +10 to +40 °C -20 to +70 °C
Relative humidity 30 to 75 % 30 to 90 %
(non-condensing)
Air pressure 700 to 1060 hPa 700 to 1060 hPa

Operation type continuous operation
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Dimensions (W x D x H mm)
cover closed 340 x 600 x 320 mm
cover open 340 x 600 x 720 mm

Weight approx.  27.5 kg with filling
approx. 19.0 kg after emptying
(+ 300 g power cable)

Filling quantity approx. 8.5 litres filling (de-mineralised water)
approx. 1.0 litres refilling quantity when device is reg-
istered

Safety class I

MDD classification II b

Moisture class IP21

Certification  CE 0123
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Barkey plasmatherm device master form

Device description: __________________________________________

Serial numbers: __________________________________________

Inventory number: __________________________________________

Set-up location: __________________________________________

Commissioning: __________________________________________

Identification:  0123

Manufacturer: Barkey GmbH & Co. KG
Gewerbestrasse 8
33818 Leopoldshoehe
Germany

Telephone: +49 (5202) 98010

Fax: +49 (5202) 980199

E-mail:  info@barkey.de

mailto:info@barkey.de
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